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Abstract A sudden decrease in water depth, called a negative surge or expansion wave, is
characterised by a gentle change in free-surface elevation. Some geophysical applications
include the ebb tide flow in macro-tidal estuaries, the rundown of swash waters and the retreat-
ing waters after maximum tsunami runup in a river channel. The upstream propagation of
expansion waves against an initially steady flow was investigated in laboratory under con-
trolled flow conditions including detailed free-surface velocity and Reynolds stress measure-
ments. Both non-intrusive free-surface measurements and intrusive velocity measurements
were conducted for relatively large Reynolds numbers with two types of bed roughness. The
data showed that the propagation of expansion waves appeared to be a relatively smooth low-
ering to the water surface. The wave leading edge celerity data showed a characteristic trend,
with a rapid acceleration immediately following the surge generation, followed by a decel-
eration of the leading edge surge towards an asymptotical value: (U + Vo)/(g × do)

1/2 = 1
for both smooth and rough bed experiments. The results indicated that the bed roughness had
little to no effect, within the experimental flow conditions. Relatively large fluctuations in
free-surface elevation, velocity and turbulent shear stress were recorded beneath the leading
edge of the negative surge for all flow conditions. The instantaneous turbulent shear stress
levels were significantly larger than the critical shear stress for sediment erosion. The present
results implied a substantial bed erosion during an expansion wave motion.

Keywords Expansion waves · Negative surges · Turbulence · Scour · Rivers · Estuaries ·
Tsunami

1 Introduction

In a canal, a sudden increase in water depth is called a positive surge or bore which is a
flow discontinuity characterised by a steep front. A sudden decrease in water depth, called a
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Fig. 1 River mouth erosion and damage after tsunami water retreat: aerial view of the tsunami-stricken coastal
region near Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia on 4 January 2005 (US Navy photo by Photographer’s Mate 3rd Class
Tyler J. Clements)—note Lhongka cement factory in background

negative surge, is characterised by a gentle change in free-surface elevation and may occur
upstream of an opening gate, as well as downstream of a closing gate [10,18]. It is also called
depression, expansion, rarefaction or negative wave [3,34]. Some geophysical applications
include the ebb tide flow in macro-tidal estuaries, the rundown of swash waters, and the
initial negative wave of a tsunami in a river system or the rundown along the river course
after maximum tsunami runup [36]. During the 26 December 2004 and 11 March 2011
tsunami disasters, a number of observations showed that rivers constitute natural breaches in
the coastline, thus becoming a natural path for the tsunami waters [6,30,31] (Fig. 1). Their
critical funneling role is acknowledged in the extents of inundations, sometimes further aided
by the river discharge. While most damage was caused by the advancing tsunami waters, some
scour to river mouths as well as structural damage occurred during the tsunami retreat and
backrush in the river channels towards the river mouth [21,29,32].

In this contribution, a physical study is presented with a focus on the effects of unsteady
turbulence during expansion wave propagation. Detailed free-surface and velocity measure-
ments were performed under controlled flow conditions in a relatively large facility with
both smooth and rough boundaries, and the results were ensemble-averaged to predict the
expansion wave propagation and associated flow motion. The results highlighted the strong
turbulent mixing induced by the negative surge propagation, and the results are discussed in
the context of river and estuarine systems.

2 Experimental facility and instrumentation

New experiments were performed in a 12 m long 0.5 m wide horizontal channel, made of
smooth PVC bed with 0.30 m high glass sidewalls (Table 1). The experimental flow conditions
are summarised in Table 1. The waters were supplied by a constant head tank and the glass wall
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Table 1 Experimental investigations of negative surges

Q (m3/s) θ (◦) Bed roughness (m) h (m) do U (m/s) ρ× Vo×do
μ

0.025 0 Smooth PVC 0.045–0.070 0.107–0.23 0.5–1.25 5.0 × 104

Rough bed (RMA) 0.060–0.073 0.156–0.222 1.01–1.41

0.035 0 Smooth PVC 0.075–0.090 0.128– 0.181 0.53–0.94 6.8 × 104

Rough bed (RMA) 0.085–0.092 0.180–0.210 0.83–1.11

Q initial steady flow rate, θ = 0 horizontal bed slope, do, Vo initial flow depth and velocity recorded at
sampling location, U celerity of negative surge leading edge positive upstream measured at x = 5 m

channel was fed by an intake structure equipped with flow straighteners and meshes followed
by a smooth sidewall and bottom convergent. A fast opening tainter gate was located at the
downstream end (x = xGate = 11.12 m) where x is the distance from the glass wall channel
upstream end (Fig. 2). The opening time was less than 0.15 and 0.2 s, and such a closure time
was small enough to have a negligible effect on the surge propagation. Details of the gate are
shown in Fig. 2b and photographs of a gate opening sequence are presented in Fig. 4.

The water discharge was measured with an orifice meter calibrated on site. In steady
flows, the water depths were measured with rail mounted pointer gauges. The unsteady
water depths were recorded with MicrosonicTM Mic+25/IU/TC acoustic displacement meters
spaced above the channel centreline. The velocity measurements were conducted at x = 5 m
with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) NortekTM Vectrino+ equipped with a side-
looking head (Fig. 2c). The velocity range was 1.0 m/s herein and the translation of the ADV
system in the vertical direction was controlled by a fine adjustment traverse connected to a
MitutoyoTM digimatic scale unit, with an error of less than 0.025 mm. For all the measure-
ments, the ADV control volume was located on the channel centreline at relative elevations
0.07 < z/do < 0.65, where z is the sampling elevation above the bed and do the initial
flow depth measured at x=5 m. All the instruments were sampled at 200 Hz. Additional
informations were recorded with a PentaxTM K-7 dSLR camera and SonyTM HDR-SR11E
HD video camera.

Two types of bed roughness were tested: smooth PVC and rough bed. Some experiments
were performed on the smooth PVC bed. For others, the PVC invert was entirely covered with
a series of industrial rubber floor mats for 0.075 < x < 11.10 m (Fig. 3). Figure 3a presents
a piece of rubber mat. The hydraulic roughness of smooth and rough beds was tested for a
range of steady open channel flow conditions. The bed shear stress was deduced from the
measured free-surface profiles and friction slopes. The Darcy–Weisbach friction factor of
the smooth PVC bed ranged from 0.020 to 0.050 corresponding to mean equivalent sand
roughness height ks = 1 mm. The equivalent Darcy friction factor of the rough bottom was
between 0.09 and 0.18, corresponding to ks = 39 mm on average which was comparable to
the roughness element size.

The experimental flow conditions are summarised in Table 1. The key features herein were
the detailed measurements under controlled flow conditions for relatively large discharges
and Reynolds numbers, combined with systematic experiments of both smooth and rough
bottoms. Further all the experiments were repeated 25 times and both free-surface and velocity
data were ensemble-averaged. As part of preliminary investigations, the gate opening was
filmed and the repeatability of the experiments was tested with several operators. The video
observations showed no effect of the gate operator and total gate opening time for opening
times less than 0.25 s. The finding was consistent with the results of Lauber [16] showing
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Fig. 2 Sketch of experimental facility. a Flume and instrumentation mounting. b Dimensioned sketch of
tainter gate. c Sketch of ADV side-looking head

no effect of gate opening for an opening time less than 0.2 s. A sensitivity analysis was
conducted to test the effects of number of experimental runs in terms of the free-surface
properties, longitudinal velocity component and tangential stress vx × vz with the rough bed
configuration. The results showed that, during the propagation of the negative surge (incl.
the leading edge passage), the time-variations of the free-surface elevation, free-surface
fluctuations, longitudinal velocity median, velocity fluctuations and median tangential stress
were little affected by the number of runs for a minimum of 15 to 20 runs. A fuller discussion
on the ensemble-averaging method and data presentation is developed in the Appendix.

Further details on the experimental facility and instrumentation were reported in Leng
and Chanson [17].
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Fig. 3 Rough bed configuration. a Details of a rubber matt element with dimensions. b Initially steady flow
at x = 5 m: Q = 0.025 m3/s, do = 0.154 m, rough bed configuration, flow direction from left to right—note
acoustic displacement sensor mounted above the channel

3 Basic observation

3.1 Free-surface patterns and measurements

Visual, photographic and video observations showed that the rapid gate opening led to a steep
drop of the water surface next to and immediately upstream of the gate (Fig. 4). Figure 4
shows a sequence of photographs of the gate opening and initial stages of the expansion
wave. In Fig. 4, Q is the initially steady flow rate and h is the undershoot gate opening (before
rapid opening). In both Figs. 2a, b and 4, the initially steady flow discharge runs from left
to right, and the negative surge (i.e., expansion wave) propagates from right to left. The
observations highlighted the rapid gate opening in less than 0.2 s and the negative wave
formation. The free-surface profile exhibited a smooth shape, within one second, despite
some limited disturbance induced by the gate motion. The instantaneous free-surface profile
presented a very flat surface when the surge propagated upstream. All the visual observations
indicated the gentle gradual lowering of the free-surface during the negative surge motion.
The upstream propagation of the surge leading edge was barely perceptible, but immediately
after gate opening. The free-surface patterns were identical for both smooth and rough bed
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Fig. 4 Visual observations of expansion wave immediately upstream of the gate (xGate = 11.12 m)—flow
conditions: Q = 0.0345 m3/s, do = 0.182 m, h = 0.075 m, rough bed (RMA)—from top to bottom then left to
right t = 0, 0.19, 0.38, 0.57, 0.76, 0.95, 1.14, 1.33 s

experiments and for all experiments (Table 1). They were further consistent with the earlier
observations of Reichstetter and Chanson [25] on smooth bed.

The entire wave process may be divided into a short generation phase followed by a
gradually-varied flow motion. The former encompassed the gate opening and the first initial
instants. The gate opening was associated with a rapid drop in water elevation immediately
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Fig. 5 Ensemble-averaged median water depth and water surface fluctuations (difference between ninth and
first deciles) (d90 − d10) during the expansion wave propagation—water depth data at x=11.25, 10.9, 10.6,
10.3, 8, 6.5, 5 and 3.5 m; (d90 − d10) data at x=10.6, 8 and 5 m; same legend for both graphs. a Smooth bed,
Q=0.0254 m3/s, do = 0.154 m, h=0.055 m. b Rough bed, Q=0.0345 m3/s, do = 0.182 m, h=0.092 m

upstream of the gate as well as a rapid increase in water surface elevation immediately
downstream of the gate which corresponded to the downstream propagation of a positive
surge. Both processes are illustrated in Fig. 5 showing the time variations of the ensemble
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Fig. 6 Dimensionless celerity of the expansion wave leading edge as function of the distance from the
gate—comparison between ensemble-averaged acoustic displacement meter (ADM) data (25 runs), video data
[single run and ensemble-average (4 runs)], and dSLR data (single run)—flow conditions: Q = 0.0254 m3/s,
do = 0.154 m, smooth and rough beds

median water depth, where the time origin t=0 s corresponded to the gate opening. The
effects of the gate opening were clearly seen for the data of the two sensors located either
side of the gate: i.e., x=11.25 and 10.9 m. Following the generation phase, all the free-
surface data highlighted the smooth free-surface profile at the surge leading edge associated
with an unsteady gradually-varied flow motion. The free-surface curvature and slope were
larger close to the gate than further upstream, but the radius of curvature was quantitatively
large, implying quasi-hydrostatic pressure distributions. Figure 5 presents several ensemble-
averaged free-surface measurements at several longitudinal locations. Both the ensemble
median and the difference between the ninth and first deciles (d90 − d10) are presented.
The latter (d90 − d10) characterised the instantaneous free-surface fluctuations at the sensor
location. For all experiments, the data showed relatively large fluctuations in free-surface
elevations associated with the propagation of the surge leading edge (Fig. 5). The maximum
free-surface fluctuations decreased exponentially with increasing distance from the gate as
illustrated in Fig. 5a, b.

3.2 Expansion wave celerity

The celerity of the expansion wave leading edge was recorded using a combination of pho-
tographic, video and acoustic displacement meter data. Figure 6 presents a typical data set:
both ensemble-averaged and single run data are included. Overall the data showed the same
distinctive trend for both smooth and rough bed configurations and for all experimental flow
conditions. Immediately after the gate opening, the negative wave formed very swiftly and
the celerity of its leading edge increased very rapidly with distance, reaching a maximum
dimensionless value (U+Vo)/(g×do)

1/2 in excess of two, where U is the wave celerity pos-
itive upstream and Vo is the initial flow velocity at x=5 m (Fig. 6). This acceleration phase
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corresponded to the expansion wave generation phase illustrated in Fig. 4. Further upstream,
the negative wave leading edge decelerated and propagated in a more gradual manner. Its
celerity decreased with increasing distance from the gate towards an asymptotical value
(U +Vo)/(g×do)

1/2 = 1 for both smooth and rough bed configurations and all investigated
flow conditions (Table 1). This asymptotical limit was equal to the analytical solution of the
St. Venant equations for a horizontal frictionless rectangular channel [5,10]. The present
results showed that the bottom roughness had no effect on the celerity of the negative surge,
within the experimental flow conditions (see below). Altogether the findings were consis-
tent with the observations of Reichstetter and Chanson [25], albeit their experiments were
conducted only for one discharge on smooth PVC invert.

3.3 Discussion

Expansion waves in open channels may be analysed using the St. Venant equations. The St.
Venant equations are one-dimensional unsteady open channel flow equations characterising
the variations with time of the water depth d and flow velocity V:

∂A

∂t
+ ∂Q

∂x
= 0, (1)

1

g
×

(
∂V

∂t
+ V × ∂V

∂x

)
+ g × ∂d

∂x
− So + Sf = 0, (2)

where x is the longitudinal co-ordinate positive downstream, t is the time, A is the flow
cross-section area, Q is the water discharge, B is the free-surface width, g is the gravity
acceleration, So is the bed slope and Sf is the friction slope:

Sf = f

DH
× V2

2 × g
, (3)

with f the Darcy–Weisbach friction factor and DH the equivalent pipe diameter also called
hydraulic diameter. The dynamic equation may be simplified when some terms become
small [5,19]. Within the experimental flow conditions, the friction slope was found to 10–
100 times smaller than the first three terms of the dynamic equation during the passage of
the expansion wave leading edge. Thus the influence of the friction source term was small,
as observed experimentally herein.

The free-surface data highlighted some relatively large free-surface fluctuations (d90−d10)

for a short duration during the propagation of the negative surge which must be associated
with some energy. The total energy of these free-surface fluctuations is a combination of the
potential energy due to the water elevation above the ensemble mean level, and the kinetic
energy due to the fluid motion. In a negative surge, the velocity distributions are complex and
the kinetic energy cannot be analytically deduced. Instead the potential energy per surface area
was estimated as the integral of the weight of water above the (ensemble) mean water level
times the distance to the centroid [18] and used herein as a surrogate of the total fluctuation
energy. The potential energy per surface area PE was estimated as:

PE =
t1∫

0

1

2
× ρ ×g × (d90 − d10)

2 × dt, (4)

where t1 is the negative surge sampling duration. Note that Eq. (4) assumes a two-dimensional
surge propagation. Figure 7 shows some typical results for both smooth and rough bed data.
Overall the dimensionless wave energy decreased exponentially with increasing distance
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Fig. 7 Potential energy per unit area PE of free-surface fluctuations during negative wave as a function of
distance from gate—flow conditions: Q=0.0345 m3/s, do = 0.18 m, smooth and rough beds

from the gate for all flow conditions on both smooth and rough beds. While the potential
energy per unit area data were large close to the gate, the free-surface fluctuation energy
tended to yield close results for both smooth and rough bed experiments further upstream
(Fig. 7).

4 Velocity measurements

Detailed unsteady velocity measurements were conducted for two flow rates on both smooth
and rough bed configurations (Table 1). The instantaneous velocity data showed a marked
acceleration of the flow as the expansion wave leading edge passed over the sampling volume
(Fig. 8). Figure 8 presents some typical instantaneous velocity data for a single run on the
rough bed. In Fig. 8, each graph includes the three velocity components (Vx, Vy, Vz) as well
as the instantaneous water depth at x=5, 8 and 10.6 m, where Vx is the longitudinal velocity
component positive downstream, Vy is the transverse velocity component positive towards
the left sidewall and Vz is the vertical velocity component positive upwards. At x=5 m, the
data showed the gradual lowering of the water surface associated with the acceleration of
the flow (Fig. 8). All the velocity components tended to show relatively larger fluctuations
shortly after the passage of the negative surge leading edge: e.g., at t × (g/do)

1/2 ≈ 40–60
in Fig. 8. Overall similar results were observed for all elevations and bed configurations.

The free-surface and velocity measurements were conducted 25 times and the results
were ensemble-averaged. The ensemble-averaged velocity data were analysed in terms of
the median velocity Vmedian and the instantaneous velocity fluctuations taken herein as the
difference between the ninth and first deciles (V90 − V10; Fig. 9). Figure 9 presents some
typical results. All the data results showed that the propagation of the negative surge was
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Fig. 8 Instantaneous free-surface velocity data beneath a expansion wave—flow conditions: Q=0.0345 m3/s,
x=5 m, do = 0.2013 m, Vo = 0.343 m/s, h=0.085 m, rough bed (RMA), single run—water depths at x=10.6,
8.0, and 5.0 m, velocity data at x=5 m; same legend for both graphs. a z/do = 0.24. b z/do = 0.69

associated with some longitudinal acceleration, as well as some increase in velocity fluctua-
tions, at all vertical elevations (0.06 < z/do < 0.9) on both smooth and rough beds for all
velocity components. The velocity data suggested that the acceleration was comparatively
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Fig. 9 Ensemble median water depth and longitudinal velocity and velocity fluctuation (V90 − V10) during
a expansion wave—smooth bed (PVC), 25 runs, z/do = 0.04, 0.157, 0.395 and 0.586—Vx data offset by
0.1 for the three highest elevations; same legend for both graphs. a Q=0.0245 m3/s, x=5 m, do = 0.21 m,
h=0.045 m. b Q=0.0345 m3/s, x=5 m, do = 0.20 m, h=0.066 m

larger in the upper water column (i.e., z/do > 0.38). Close to the free-surface, some negative
vertical velocity component was observed and the result was consistent with the water surface
drop following the passage of the surge leading edge, ending to zero at the invert (z = 0) as
implied by the no-flow-through boundary condition.

Some distinct peaks in velocity fluctuations (V90 − V10) were seen at higher vertical
elevations (z/do ≥ 0.04) on both bottom configurations following the passage of the surge
leading edge: e.g., about t × (g/do)

1/2 ≈ 45–60 in Fig. 9. For the same vertical elevation, the
maximum velocity fluctuations were comparatively smaller on the rough bed compared to
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Fig. 10 Ensemble median turbulent Reynolds stresses in expansion wave—flow conditions: Q=0.0254 m3/s,
x=5 m, z/do = 0.586. a, Left smooth bed, do = 0.21 m, h=0.045 m. b, Right rough bed, do = 0.22 m,
h=0.064 m

those recorded on the smooth PVC bed. This might be associated with the higher turbulence
levels and additional turbulence production above the rough bed masking the surge generated
turbulent fluctuations. On both smooth and rough beds, the unsteady velocity fluctuations
differed substantially from steady flow conditions, with higher fluctuation levels of all three
components.
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Fig. 11 Instantaneous ensemble
median normal stress ρ ×vx × vx
and depth during the expansion
wave leading edge
passage—comparison between
the instantaneous ensemble
median and ninth decile of
normal stress ρ ×vx × vx—flow
conditions: Q=0.0345 m3/s,
x=5 m,
do = 0.205 m,z/do = 0.628,

PVC bed. a Time variation of
instantaneous ensemble median
and ninth decile of normal stress
ρ ×vx × vx. b Normalised
probability distribution function
of normal stress ρ ×vx × vx at
t=7.278 s
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The Reynolds stresses were calculated based upon the deviation between the measured
velocity and the ensemble median. Typical results are presented in Fig. 10 for both smooth
and rough beds. Figure 10a, b present the dimensional ensemble median water depth and
Reynolds stress components as functions of time. All the data showed consistently that the
passage of the negative surge was associated with large turbulent stress levels as well as large
fluctuations in ensemble median turbulent stresses at all vertical elevations. The magnitude
of the Reynolds stress tensor components was larger than in the initially steady flow.

5 Discussion

Herein maximum medians of instantaneous shear stress were recorded up to 5–10 Pa, inde-
pendently of the bed roughness (Fig. 10). However much larger individual levels of shear
stress were observed as illustrated in Fig. 11a comparing the median stress data with the ninth
decile of the ensemble. Figure 11b shows further the probability distribution function of the
normal stress component ρ ×vx × vx at t=7.278 s for the data set shown in Fig. 11a. Both
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Figs. 10 and 11 are presented in a dimensional form to show the magnitude of Reynolds shear
stress. Altogether the experimental data showed maximum instantaneous normal stress data
in excess of 100 Pa and maximum instantaneous tangential stress amplitude larger than 50 Pa.
These results implied that the negative surge had the potential to scour a natural mobile bed
made of fine cohesive and non-cohesive materials. For non-cohesive sediments, the Shields
diagram predicts a critical shear stress for sediment motion onset of about (τo)c=0.1–0.5 Pa
for fine sand particles with sizes between 0.1 and 1 mm [8,14]. For cohesive sediments,
the material yield stress is related to the minimum boundary shear stress required to erode
and re-suspend the sediments [22,33]. Recent field observations indicated mud yield stress
between 5 and 60 Pa [2,7,26]. These values may be compared to critical shear stress data for
cohesive sediment erosion between 0.1 and 10 Pa [13,27].

In the present study, the instantaneous Reynolds stress levels were one to two orders of
magnitude larger than the critical threshold (τo)c for sediment transport for both cohesive and
non-cohesive materials. The results indicated that, at the laboratory scale, the negative surge
could scour fine sediment particles and advect them downstream into suspension during the
acceleration phase. Based upon an undistorted Froude similitude, the shear stress scaling ratio
equals the geometric scaling ratio [11,20]. Thus, in a practical application, such as a river
channel with greater water depths than the present experiments, mobile bed scour erosion
may occur when a negative surge propagates upstream, before the particles are entrained
downstream in the accelerated backrush flow. The process might explain the intense erosion
observed during the backrush of tsunami waters in rivers and estuaries.

During recent tsunami disasters, a number of observations indicated the inundation caused
by tsunami waters following river courses, as well as major damage caused during the back-
rush along the estuarine channels. During the 2010 Chilean tsunami, retreating tsunami
currents approached 6–7 m/s at the Ventura Harbor channel (California) causing significant
scour at the mouth of the harbour [35]. During the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, sig-
nificant erosion and scour of the subsurface soil deposits was caused by repetition of inflow
and retreat of the tsunami in river courses [12]. Hazarrika et al. [9] reported major damage
to river embankments during the backrush: “the overflowing tsunami while retreating made
a concentrated attack on the weak part of the structure”. Sasaki et al. [28] similarly reported
significant erosion of river dykes upon retreat of the tsunami water. Tanaka et al. [32] dis-
cussed the drainage of river courses during the retreating tsunami phases. They observed that
the backrush flow caused shoreline breaching at old river mouth locations: “the breaching
occurred due to the strong return flow through the drainage” channels [32].

6 Conclusion

The present study provided some new insights into the physical processes associated with
expansion waves (i.e., negative surges) and their potential to scour river bed and river mouth.
Based upon a laboratory study under controlled flow conditions, the data showed that the
upstream propagation of negative surges appeared visually to be a relatively smooth lowering
to the water surface. The surge leading edge celerity data presented a characteristic trend, with
a rapid acceleration immediately following the gate opening, followed by the deceleration
of the leading edge surge celerity towards an asymptotical value: (U + Vo)/(g × do)

1/2 =
1 for both smooth and rough bed experiments. The present results indicated that the bed
roughness had little effect, within the experimental flow conditions. Relatively large free-
surface fluctuations and turbulent velocity fluctuations were recorded beneath the leading
edge of the expansion wave for all flow conditions. Large mean and instantaneous turbulent
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shear stress levels were measured, significantly larger than in the initially steady flow, and
typically greater than the critical shear stress for bed scour. The present results showed
that bed erosion will occur as the wave leading edge propagates upstream into a river, thus
placing the sediment bed material into suspension before it is advected downstream in the
accelerated rundown flow. Environmental applications of the work encompass the ebb tide
flow in a macro-tidal estuary and the backflow of tsunami waters along a river course.
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7 Appendix: on ensemble-averaging

A fundamental challenge was the flow unsteadiness associated with the very-rapidly-varied
unsteady motion during the surge propagation. While phase-averaging can be easily per-
formed in periodic flows (e.g., [4,23]), the technique is not suitable to very-rapidly-varied
flows including the present study. Instead the experiments must be repeated in a carefully
controlled manner and the results must be ensemble-averaged [1,15]. Herein each experiment
was conducted 25 times, although it is acknowledged that the number of repeated runs was
relatively limited. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the effects of experiment number
in terms of the free-surface properties, longitudinal velocity component and tangential stress
vx × vz for the rough bed configuration. The results showed that, during the propagation of
the negative surge, including the leading edge passage, the time-variations of the free-surface
elevation and free-surface fluctuations (d90 − d10) were basically independent of the num-
ber of experiments for a minimum of 15 runs. And the time-variations of the longitudinal
velocity component and velocity fluctuations (V90 − V10) were basically independent of the
number of experiments for a minimum of 15 runs. Similarly the time variations of the median
tangential stress vx × vz were little affected by the number of runs for a minimum of 20 runs.
Altogether it is believed that the selection of 25 repeats was a reasonable compromise and
may be compared with the results of Perry et al. [24] who needed 10 samples for convergence
of the phase-averaged data. Herein the data were presented in terms of the median and decile
difference values. This approach is commonly used in statistics with small to medium size
data sets for which the mean and standard deviation values may be biased by outliers.
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